
Helping Businesses Start, Survive and Succeed



ABN Registrations (entries)

ABN registrations is a key lead indicator 

of new business activity 

We have observed a MoM decline in 

ABN Registrations in AU

• Private Company registrations down 

24% in April vs March

• Individual/sole traders down 19%

Startups in strife as impact of COVID-

19 sets in

“COVID-19 is having an impact on startups

around the world according to recent 

research. Entrepreneurs are best advised to 

consider their options carefully in the months 

ahead”

www.myob.com

How are our customers STARTING?



ABN Cancellations (exits)

We saw a dramatic rise in exits in March.

This declined in April which was after the 

confirmation of Stimulus available for 

both Private companies and 

Individual/sole traders.

COVID-19 Small and Medium Enterprise Sentiment 

Tracker [n=300 completed surveys]. Source - ACA 

Research, Fifth Quadrant and TEG Insights (AU)

12 Mar – AU Govt 
announces 1st

stimulus package

How are our customers SURVIVING?



How are our customers SUCCEEDING?

Invoice creation

Invoices reflect the 

earnings of our 

customers.

In AU has been at low 

levels since April

In NZ was 70% below 

baseline in April now 

returned to 50% as 

lockdown eased

COVID-19 Small and Medium Enterprise Sentiment 

Tracker [n=300 completed surveys]. Source - ACA 

Research, Fifth Quadrant and TEG Insights (AU)



$1.08 billion worth of 

JobKeeper payments were 

received by 73k SMEs 

between 7th and 17th May

Cash deposits 

from JobKeeper

to SMEs in AU

The influence of 

the Cash Boost 

scheme

An additional $546 million 

received by SMEs via the 

ATO for schemes such as 

CashBoost (now declining 

since April 20th)

Stimulus measures are providing critical support … until they end



MYOB Small Business Health Index



What happens next….



Coronavirus is the political, economic, and psychological event of our lifetimes that will bring a radical transformation of 

the kind that occurs only once in a generation.

Black Death (1350s)

Labour scarcity as a result 

of 1/3 of population dying 

resulting in higher wages, 

eroding feudalism and 

innovating agricultural

1930s Great Depression

‘Waste not, want not’ 

attitude that defined 

consumer patterns for 

decades

1970s oil supply shock

First efforts on energy 

conservation, efficiency and 

independence

2003 SARS epidemic

Jumpstarted China’s 

nascent eCommerce 

sector and ushered in the 

era of mobile payments

The economy will restart … but it will not look the same again.  

COVID-19 is a permanent disruptor



THE ECONOMICS

Source: Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg, Government data

Governments worldwide pledge more than 

$8 trillion in fiscal support.

Pandemics generally followed by extended 

periods of falling investment. How will our 

customers think about growth in the 

coming months and years?

Peak unemployment across AU & NZ

Consumers and businesses will have a 

heightened desire to save as they seek to 

rebuild lost wealth or protect themselves 

against future turmoil.

Business Cycle 

Contraction or 

Recession

Dropping

consumer 

demand

Prices fall 

over time

DISINFLATION



THE ECONOMICS



Source: BofA Global Research

How are companies preparing for future black swan & pandemics risks?

Supply chain priority –

Cost efficiency or security 

of supply?

“Blame and mistrust” games 

begin with China – Australia 

in the mix of this

Escalation of Trade wars 

and Tech wars –

West v East

Clash of ideologies –

democracy v authoritarian, 

surveillance v privacy, growth 

v sustainability

“Thicker” business borders 

and more near shoring

What challenges will 

our customers have as 

they try to restart and 

diversify their existing 

supply chains?

The Politics … particularly the impact on cross-nation supply chains



Almost 50% of Australia’s 

SMEs will make remote 

work their ‘new normal’

Implications for:

- Commercial real estate

- Rental and private real estate

- Education

Business travel and events 

reduce – with a realisation 

their value may have been 

overestimated

Implications for:

- Travel sector

- Entertainment venues

- Accommodation

New ‘nesting behaviours’ and the 

experience of convenience will 

drive sustained demand for 

‘delivery at home’

Implications for:

- Food services

- Retail

- Entertainment services

- Logistics and transport

The social … and it’s implications for employers and businesses … 
just a few examples



“
– S AT YA NADE LLA,  M I CROS OFT  CE O 

We have seen two years worth of 

digital transformation in two months 

…and all of this 

needing digital 

enablement



Finding Talent

Finetunes the hunt for the right 

skills & overcomes geography.  

SMEs who have adopted digital are

8X more likely to create jobs 

Access to Cash

Digital invoicing improves payment 

times and supports pre-approval for 

financing- all improving Cashflow

Efficient revenue

Digitised SMEs 14X more likely to 

innovate with new products or 

services due to improved flexibility 

and lower cost of diversification

Compliance costs

Automation of repetitive tasks 

represents a 27% time gain for SMEs

Data accuracy delivers benefits for 

SMEs and Govt

E-commerce

Digitised SMEs 7X more likely to 

export. Digital interaction with B2B 

customers is 2X as important as 

traditional channels, >30% higher 

since COVID-19.

Faster payments

Better access to working capital 

delivers faster economic 

recovery.  Contactless mobile 

payments now used by 9.8% 

Enabling digital transformation is key to business success



Transforming to an online business



Transforming to an online business



Check out MYOB Small Business Website

Daily updates, insightful guides, software training for your business type

www.myob.com/au/small-business/resources



Mental Health and Mindfulness 





Thanks for having me!


